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Figure 1: The comparison of Previous Text-Guided Image Editing Methods and Ours. Text prompt is shown at the top
of each group of images. We include editing category of local edit, background edit, global edit, addition, and remove.

Abstract
This is the technique report for the winning solution of

the CVPR2024 GenAI Media Generation Challenge Work-
shop’s Instruction-guided Image Editing track. Instruction-
guided image editing has been largely studied in recent
years. The most advanced methods, such as SmartEdit
and MGIE, usually combine large language models with
diffusion models through joint training, where the former
provides text understanding ability, and the latter provides
image generation ability. However, in our experiments,

we find that simply connecting large language models and
image generation models through intermediary guidance
such as masks instead of joint fine-tuning leads to a bet-
ter editing performance and success rate. We use a 4-step
process IIIE (Inpainting-based Instruction-guided Image
Editing): editing category classification, main editing ob-
ject identification, editing mask acquisition, and image in-
painting. Results show that through proper combinations of
language models and image inpainting models, our pipeline
can reach a high success rate with satisfying visual quality.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of diffusion models, the field

of text-guided image generation [7, 13, 15, 19] has seen un-
precedented progress in creating images with superior qual-
ity [18], diversity [3], and adherence to text guidance [14].
However, in image editing tasks, which provide a source
image and an editing instruction as input and expect a tar-
get image as output, we do not observe such success. This
implies that the language understanding ability and image
generation ability are not fully explored in editing tasks.

In the aim of applying image generation capabilities to
image editing, previous methods have attempted two strate-
gies: (1) collecting paired “source image-instruction-target
image” data and fine-tuning diffusion models for editing
tasks (e.g., InstructPix2Pix [1] and InstructDiffusion [5]),
and (2) jointly fine-tuning Large Language Models (LLMs)
and diffusion models to endow the diffusion models with
a stronger understanding of text (e.g., SmartEdit [8] and
MGIE [4]). For the former strategy, due to the difficulty of
collecting paired manually edited data, the training data are
usually generated by LLMs and inference-based image edit-
ing methods (e.g., Prompt-to-Prompt [6] and Masactrl [2]).
Due to the low success rate and unstable editing quality of
these inference-based image editing methods [11], the col-
lected dataset is usually noisy and unreliable, which lead
to an unsatisfying performance of the trained image editing
model. For the latter strategy, a joint training of the LLMs
and diffusion model usually make it hard to fully use the
text understanding capability of LLMs. Although SmartE-
dit and MGIE have achieved better performance than pre-
vious solutions, we find that they still do not fully optimize
the potential of LLMs and diffusion.

This technique report provides a different solution, con-
necting large language models and image generation mod-
els simply through intermediary guidance (e.g., edit objects
and masks), and is the winning solution for The GenAI
Media Generation Challenge (MAGIC). By detracting two
models apart in an agent architecture, we find it easier to
fully leverage the capabilities of both. Specifically, we use
a 4-step process IIIE (Inpainting-based Instruction-guided
Image Editing): (1) editing category classification, (2) main
editing object identification, (3) editing mask acquisition,
and (4) image inpainting. Step (1)-(3) use LLMs and de-
tection model to determine the editing type, edit object, edit
masks, and target prompt. Then, step (4) perform image
editing in the way of image inpainting, which fully use gen-
eration ability. In this way, step (1)-(3) use LLMs to extract
information in instruction and summarize them to interme-
diary guidance that can be used by diffusion models.

Visual results show that the proposed IIIE substantially
surpass previous instruction-guided image editing methods
and other solutions in MAGIC considering visual quality
and instruction faithfulness.

2. MAGIC
The MAGIC hosts two challenge tracks: (1) text-to-

image generation and (2) text-guided image editing. This
technique report presents the solution for the second track,
text-guided image editing. We list the instructions here:

Guidelines
For text-guided image editing, we test the capacity of the
model to change a given image’s contents based on some
text instructions. The specific type of instructions that we
test for are the following:

• Addition: Adding new objects within the images.

• Remove: Removing objects

• Local: Replace local parts of an object and later the
object’s attributes, i.e., make it smile

• Global: Edit the entire image, i.e., let’s see it in winter

• Inpaint: Alter an object’s visual appearance without
affecting its structure

• Background: Change the scene’s background

Evaluation Protocol
We leverage both human and automated evaluations. In
human-based evaluations, we use human annotators. We
mainly evaluate the following aspects:

• Edit Faithfulness - whether the edited image follows
the editing instruction

• Content Preservation - whether the edited image pre-
serves the regions of the original image that should
not be changed

• Overall Instruction Following - considering both edit
faithfulness and content preservation, whether the
edited image is artifact-free, keeping the core visual
features of the original image, etc

On automatic evaluation, similar to the text to image track,
we will leverage existing methods that have developed au-
tomatic metrics to help in assessing the outputs of the im-
age based on the prompt and instruction.
To determine winners, we use automatic evaluation to help
prune the total number of entries to 10 finalists. At 10, we
would use human annotation and evaluation to determine
the final winners.

More information about the detailed workshop informa-
tion can be found at the official website page: https:
//gamgc.github.io/.

https://gamgc.github.io/
https://gamgc.github.io/
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Figure 2: The pipeline of our proposed 4-step image editing process ITIE.

3. Method
Previous instruction-guided image editing methods in-

clude two categories: (1) diffusion model finetuning [1, 5],
and (2) jointly LLMs and diffusion model [4, 8]. These
methods either not include LLMs in the model, or use joint
fine-tuning of LLMs and diffusion models. Both of these
strategies can not fully unleash the capabilities of LLMs,
leading to a weak understanding of instructions. Conse-
quently, these methods show low success rates and unsatis-
fying results. Contrary to these methods, we find that a sim-
ple tool-based combination of LLMs and diffusion models
can lead to a much better visual results, coming from a full
utilization of the language understanding ability of LLMs.

In this competition, we propose a 4-step process for
instruction-based image editing, IIIE (Inpainting-based
Instruction-guided Image Editing), as shown in Fig. 2.
Firstly, we use GPT4-o to categorize the current editing
instructions into one of the editing categories: Local Edit,
Background Edit, Global Edit, Addition, and Remove. Lo-
cal Edit includes local changes such as replacing object
(e.g., change a cat to a dog) and change the attribute of an
object (e.g., change color or texture). For example, Fig. 1
row 1 show two examples of Local Edit. Background Edit
means changing the background and remain the main ob-
ject unchanged. For example, Fig. 1 row 2 column 1 and
row 4 column 2 show two examples of Background Edit.
Global Edit transfer the overall style of an image. For ex-
ample, Fig. 1 row 4 column 1 show one example of Global
Edit. Addition and Remove separately add and remove ob-
ject from an image. For example, Fig. 1 row 3 show two
examples of adding object, and row 2 column 2 shows one
example of removing object. We classify editing category
to these 4 categories since they can cover most editing in-
struction types, and requires different operations in editing.

Then, in step 2, we find the main editing object by mak-
ing further conversations with GPT4-o based on the editing
category. For example, editing instruction “Make the horse
into a unicorn” has a main object of “horse”. For editing
categories of global edit and addition that do not contain an
editing object, we leave the editing object blank. After that,

we use Grounded-SAM [17] combined with GPT4-o to ob-
tain the editing mask in step 3. Specifically, we generate
image background as mask for Background Edit. For Local
Edit and Removing, we use the main object of step 2 as the
input of Grounded-SAM to locate the editing mask. For ad-
dition editing category, we use the visual ability of GPT4-o
and get a possible location of adding the object. For Global
editing, the mask is default as the whole image.

Finally, in step 4, we use image generation model to per-
form image editing based on a target prompt generated by
GPT4-o. For Background Edit, Local Edit, Remove, and
Addition, we use image inpainting model BrushNet [10]
combined with PowerPaint [21] to inpaint the masked re-
gion based on the target prompt. For Global Edit, we use
InfEdit [20] to change the global style. We find that a direct
utilization of the diffusion model by giving conditions of
mask and text prompt can fully leverage the capabilities of
these models, thus leads to high-quality generation results.

4. Experiment Results

Method Rank Edit Content Overall Instruction
Faithfulness Preservation Following

IIIE 1 0.51 0.78 0.80
LEdits++ 2 0.46 0.64 0.74
Tasvir 3 0.40 0.49 0.62

Table 1: Comparison of IIIE and the other two winning
solutions. The score is calculated with an average of 1.2k
images in MAGIC benchmark. A bigger score means a bet-
ter user preference. Bold stands for the best results.

Visualization comparison in Fig. 1 show a higher suc-
cess rate and visual quality of IIIE compared to previous
methods. In the MAGIC workshop, a benchmark of 1.2k
images is used for evaluation and 3 winning solutions are
announced. The benchmark measure the quality of differ-
ent editing methods using user study on instruct following,
edit fidelity, and content preservation. 3 raters are involved
in each job and the majority vote is taken as the final results.
Each image is rated with 1 or 0 for each metric. Results of



the three winning solution of this competition is shown in
Tab. 1. IIIE show better score on all three metrics compared
to the other two winning solutions. We have made our code
and edited results publicly available in the hope of our find-
ings can offer some insights for relevant field [9, 12, 16].

In conclusion, in this technique report presents the win-
ning solution for the CVPR2024 GenAI Media Generation
Challenge’s Instruction-guided Image Editing track. We
show that without cumbersome fine-tuning or training, a
simple combination of LLMs and text-to-image diffusion
model can lead to a image editing results with better perfor-
mance and higher success rates than previous methods.
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